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Abstract: A reflective analysis of ASSITEJ/USA history reveals recurring themes of attention,
identity, and problematic separations between practices and theories based on age constructs.
Jeanne Klein is Associate Professor and Director of Theatre for Young People at the University
of Kansas.  Special thanks to Mark Lynch for providing insightful responses and stimulating
ideas to earlier drafts of this paper.
Paying Attention to Separations:
Reflections on ASSITEJ/USA History
At an Arizona State University symposium in February 2003, theatre historian Margaret
Knapp identified stages of maturity which mark the field of Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA)
today: defining the discipline; forming a canonical archive; creating a bibliography; and,
interpreting, critiquing, and examining this research.   The invitation to compile a timeline of1
ASSITEJ/USA history for its magazine, TYA Today, allows me the opportunity to reflect upon
this maturity and to interpret the consequences of our collective achievements.   While studying2
published documents from the early Children’s Theatre Conference and US Center of ASSITEJ
through today,  I have been struck by several recurring, and sometimes problematic, themes of3
attention, identity, and separation that have been voiced by leaders over the past forty years in
particular.
From the beginning, we have continually sought national attention, visibility, recognition,
legitimacy, and equity–like children seeking parental attention to their desires, needs, and
accomplishments–without re-cognizing or seeming satisfied with the documented evidence of
national attention already gained at every historic juncture.  Children’s Theatre Comes of Age
and “has acquired status,” proclaimed Robert Kase–in 1956.   National magazines and4
metropolitan newspapers spotlighted various companies thereafter, and Time chose the Young
ACT’s production of The Odyssey as one of the top ten “best” theatre productions in 1985.    Yet5
ironically, in a field which perpetuates the myth of children’s “weak” attention spans, it appears
that adults’ weak attentions sometimes fail to recall how the ideologies of past generations have
shaped our present careers.  While focusing on the future generations of tomorrow, we
sometimes forget the past generations–the grown-up children of today.
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Overall, from my feminist standpoint, self-defined separations have artificially
disconnected the intrinsic unions between children and adults, theatre and drama, professionals
and amateurs, commercial and non-profit venues, and artistic practices and academic theories
over time–all to make TYA visible to the nation and the world at large.  Well before such
separations were instituted in the last century, women and men had been writing formal plays for
children since the eighteenth century, and numerous adaptations of popular children’s novels had
already played on Broadway and other urbanized centers before and after the turn of the
nineteenth century.   Why didn’t these professional successes sustain national attention for the6
next hundred years?  Because adults’ conceptions of Childhood changed from one of equity to
inequity.
Today, I believe we could bring about world peace, and, still, those in power would
consider our efforts “inferior” because we self-identify so closely with and focus our attentions
so exclusively on young people.  Despite all our mission-ary pronouncements regarding
definitions, rationales for existing, standards of excellence, and self-congratulatory awards, the
construct of Age still matters most.  Regardless of “rippling effects” as a metaphor for
ASSITEJ/USA in its 1995 White Paper, Age remains the dominant metaphor by which we
organize and practice theatre.  In fact, I will apply this metaphor of Age by following the life-
span of this Child, the field, as an apt generational motif.
During our organizational childhood with the founding of ASSITEJ International in 1965,
we compared ourselves against European companies, felt “inferior,” and then “showed off” our
“excellence” at the 4  Congress in Albany in 1972.  In reflecting on these formative years,th
Honorary President Nat Eek proclaimed, “ATTENTION WAS BEING PAID”–especially to a
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controversial production of Hang on to Your Head by the Children’s Theatre Company of
Minneapolis.   However, as one nine-year-old was said to have reported, this show spoke to “The7
me I am, not the me you want me to be, not the me I think I am.”8
So who are we, and whom do we want to be, especially in contrast to whom others
believe us to be?  To make small bodies visible and to justify our existence, we have continually
separated ourselves from “adult” theatre, even while seeking to connect ourselves with “adult”
Art–like children seeking maturity through imitation.  Consider these mantras over time:
“children’s drama becomes art” (1956); “a largely predetermined art work” (1977); “the priority
is on the creation of a work of art”(1990); “emphasis on the development of art” (1995).   Yet9
defining which plays and productions constitute Art always lies in the eyes, ears, minds, and
hearts of individual artists and aesthetic beholders as a matter of personal interpretation, taste,
preference, and uncommon sense-ibility.
Despite published anthologies of “the best available” plays–from 1921 through
today –professional producers still rely on “new and improved” play commissions over “old and10
antiquated” published titles from just a few years ago, as ongoing play development for the “one
and only” premiere drives the ongoing search for “quality” plays specific to local needs.  In fact,
professional companies constitute only 5% of publishers’ clientele, while remaining producers
look to a handful of the largest budget companies for the next “brand-name” title–often
determined by the latest, top-selling children’s book or film–whose seasons are usually selected
by only one, Euro-American director.  These factors combined call into question the actual
“diversity” of Art (forms and content) found within the TYA repertoire today.11
  Regardless of all our self-re/definitions through time, observers, both within and outside
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the field, have always identified and named our personality traits for us.  During the birth of our
modern childhood back in 1903, Alice Minnie Herts feared naming her company “The Children’s
Theatre” because “so many persons were even then under the misapprehension that all of our
players were children; on the other hand, I feared that to entitle it ‘The Educational Theatre’
would be pretentious, and would, moreover, keep young people from attending.”  Given the
odious commercial theatre of melodramas and cheap vaudeville which attracted hordes of young
attentions at the time, commercial producer Daniel Frohman concurred:
‘I think the “Educational Theatre” an excellent name.  It at once differentiates your work
from that of the commercial theatre, and if your plays are interesting you cannot keep
people away no matter what you call it.  If, however, your plays happen at times not to be
interesting, as is the case with us all, people will say, ‘Well, this is only educational; it is
not supposed to be interesting’.12
Therefore, in spite of these identical public perceptions today, we began to separate actors
by Age by banishing professional child actors from commercial stages during the 1870s and
forcing all children to attend school by the 1930s–thus, forever equating Childhood with
Education.   In separating our not-for-profit theatres from “crass” commercial enterprises13
(including film and later television), we ensured young audience attendance by attaching
ourselves to public schools and positioning teachers as our gatekeepers.  Naturally, when
subsequent child actors expressed their “dramatic instincts” in re-creational theatre settings, we
were dismissed as “amateurs” in need of “how-to-produce-theatre” books which proliferated
from Herts’ text in 1911 through the 1980s and as recently as 1997.   Rather than fault innocent14
child actors for their “incompetence”(because adult audiences didn’t believe their character
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portrayals), we then turned our attentions to universities as the training wheels for generating
more qualified acting teachers, directors, and playwrights.
  Twenty-four years before non-profit, professional theatres organized themselves into the
Theatre Communications Group (TCG) in 1961, we went to school by aligning ourselves with
the American Educational Theatre Association of universities in 1937 and surveyed the
exponential growth of children’s courses and degree programs from 1948 to 1988.   Our15
visionary parents, Sara Spencer, Campton Bell, Jed Davis, and Winifred Ward, set aside private
funds for our public educations by endowing the Children’s Theatre Foundation in 1958–seven
years before the National Endowment for the Arts came into being.   It was within this16
educational context that we decided to differentiate adult and child actors further by forcibly
separating theatre from drama–despite Ward’s warnings in the 1930s that creative drama should
never be detached from its artistic processes by serving as a “cart-horse” for every curricular
subject in education.   Nevertheless, in 1964, Sara Spencer went to the constitutional meeting of17
ASSITEJ in Venice, determined to include child actor companies and creative drama; but she
returned realizing that “the first order of business for the children’s theatre in America, was to
develop a strong professional movement”–albeit, by drawing upon existing educational and
amateur resources.   Although leaders continually tried to preach the values of creative drama to18
foreign delegates from 1964 to 1972, ASSITEJ International ultimately rejected educational
drama from its classified membership in 1977.19
Undeterred, we attempted to conjoin our “disparate halves” by constructing an infamous
and largely misinterpreted “continuum,” arbitrarily divided by process and product, and separated
actors’ ages again with the terms “theatre for young audiences” (TYA) and “youth theatre.” [The
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idea for a continuum came from Donald Baker’s developmentally ageist model from childhood
(dramatic play) to adulthood (theatre production)].   But lay people, who perceive(d) no such,20
man-made distinctions, continue(d) to identify us by whom we are: “children’s theatre”–implying
that children hold ownership of theatre, as both audiences and actors.   Determined to change21
their perceptions, we prescribed a list of staging practices for directors to avoid:
a. Frenetic movement for movement’s sake;
b. Inappropriate use of exaggerated facial and bodily gesture;
c. Stereotyped and shallow characters (racist and sexist);
d. Unmodulated and sarcastic vocal patterns;
e. Patronizing attitudes toward material and the young audiences;
f. Perfunctory and irrelevant participation of the audience;
g. Super-imposed elements unrelated to the theatrical production (mimes, clowns,
mascots, birthday observances).22
But lay people, even today, still characterize these same qualities as the most “age-appropriate”
theatrical “style” for children.  As director Carol North laments, “The test of time will see what
endures.  Short-term, schlock is sturdy stuff.  Damn.”23
Having outgrown our childish sense of humor on cartoons, we gave up comedy altogether
and mired ourselves in teenaged angst.  Yet “the impulse to teach” clung to us and limited
subsequent artistic endeavors as the rage for participation plays in the 1970s gave way to serious
social issue plays during the 1980s.   Although didactic teaching proved to be incompatible with24
the dramatization of plays, our predominant patrons, patronizing teachers, continued to insist
upon curricular connections, separate from theatrical Art, to justify bringing their students to our
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theatres.  Held hostage to their educational demands, we complied to ensure optimal child access
to live theatre.
During this early adolescent period, with the dissolution of the once-united, fifty-year-old
American Theatre Association in 1986, we reorganized our school cliques into presumable
networks of special interest groups–further divided by developmental Ages.  Theatre educators
split high school Thespians apart (literally) and consorted with arts educators in music, visual art,
and dance, while teacher educators followed dramatic processes with a new IDEA in 1992.  25
Meanwhile, TYA producers increasingly left theatre and education alliances (AATE), entrusting
youth theatre directors to rehearse child actors without corroboration.
As Spencer envisioned and Orlin Corey foretold, ASSITEJ became “a most useful vehicle
for the improvement of Children’s Theatre in America” by shifting our young, egocentric
attentions from the US to other countries.   After our secondary educations, we left home to26
attend international seminars and festivals abroad, and increasingly put their theories into
practice back at our home theatres.  For example, after studying European ideologies in 1969,
Moses Goldberg uncovered the paradoxical principles of their successes: “The more theatre for
children is regarded as an art form, the more effective it seems at achieving social,
psychological, or pedagogical goals; conversely, the more theatre for children is regarded as a
developmental tool, the less effective it seems in fulfilling its educative role” (his emphasis).   He27
went on to articulate these philosophies and methods further in his classic 1974 text and began to
negotiate a TYA contract with Actors’ Equity in 1976–further distinguishing TYA adult actors
from those working at other “adult” companies.28
In 1968, Davis had documented over 700 institutions producing theatre for, by, and with
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young people.   After an adolescent generation of baby boomers professed their careers by29
founding more new companies throughout the 1970s, we formally left our parents in 1981 by
incorporating ASSITEJ/USA as an independent, autonomous body.  Two years later, we
developed a five-year master plan at a national Wingspread conference, chaired by Goldberg, and
achieved each of our five career objectives over the subsequent years.   First, to “improve artistic30
quality,” we renewed our attentions on play development and continued our “post-graduate”
international studies abroad with cultural exchanges.  Second, we “achieve[d] parity with
regional theatres in management and compensation” by imitating the business models of TCG
and FEDAPT.  Third, to “increase income while diversifying funding sources,” we hired
development directors, obtained public and private grants, and raised our local ticket prices. 
Fourth, to “improve communication,” similar to other regional theatres, we increased
membership dues to expand public-ation services and to sponsor regional mini-conferences. 
Finally, to “increase public and peer recognition of artistic achievement,” we staged a World
Theatre Festival and Symposium with the Louisiana World Exposition in 1984, which would
become a template for subsequent One Theatre World events during the 1990s.
Now that we have reached maturity with our elders’ retirements, each self-constructed
separation over time has moved us into the professional arena, “back” where we wanted to be all
along, and daily business concerns now employ our attentions full-time.  National publications
increasingly call attention to our local achievements backstage, and TYA plays and articles are
now worthy of the American Theatre.   Even Broadway has acknowledged TYA deeds by31
awarding the Children’s Theatre Company of Minneapolis its 2003 Regional Theatre Tony
Award for its animated, Tony-nominated production, A Year With Frog and Toad, further sealing
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public perceptions of our reputations on popularized “kiddie lit.”   Is it any wonder then when32
some critics decry our “spectacular” work as “lily-white, run-of-the-mill, [and] middle class”?  33
While we continue to bridge gaps between socio-economic classes of spectators by including
more multicultural representations in every facet of our work and offering reduced, subsidized
ticket prices to low-income groups, the stigma of Theatre itself, intended primarily for white,
female, college-educated people, hangs on.
Although one might assume a substantial increase of professional theatres since 1968, the
number of new and surviving TYA companies has remained somewhat stable at around 100
today–in a country with a youth population of over 41 million, 21% of whom live in poverty.  34
Quantitatively, professional TYA remains a blip on the US map, especially in comparison with
respective ratios in other “developed” nations.  Qualitatively, the new mission statement of
ASSITEJ/USA no longer mentions Art, but instead, assumes its own power of human
imagination: “The national service organization promoting the power of professional theatre for
young audiences through excellence, collaboration, and innovation across cultural and
international boundaries.”   Staying connected with international theatres in this new era of35
globalization allows us to attend to further innovations through ongoing collaborations with our
colleagues world-wide.  (Personally, I’m quite proud that US colleagues voted last year to keep
the awkward name “ASSITEJ,” its French acronym, rather than separate our identity from our
“One Theatre World.”)
Nevertheless, horrified upon realizing that we have become our parents, yet another
separation has been in progress over the past twenty years between profess-ional artists and
university profess-ors.    Like artists in any field who seldom consult professors for their36
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research and development, today’s TYA artists lead the field in practice while researchers follow
their progress in theory, with few TYA practitioners crossing both boundaries.  Brief, descriptive
reports of staged readings and performances take precedence over in-depth criticism (so as not to
hurt “family” feelings or reputations), and many disparage the academic footnotes of history as
“scholarly” and not “reader-friendly.”   Back in the ivory towers, the archives of children’s37
theatre history and dramatic literature still lie outside the purview of “adult” theatre courses, even
as women and multi-ethnic artists are integrated into reconstructed canons of performance and
cultural studies.  Whether academic attention to artistic achievements will alter this situation
remains to be seen, as TYA scholars increasingly connect with cross-disciplinary research
organizations and make critical analyses public in respective journals.38
Ironically, we now live in a postmodern world which purposely blurs boundaries between
ostensible polarities.  We produce theatre for “family” audiences (a nineteenth-century tradition),
while “adult” companies share their seasons with high school audiences.  After imitating non-
profit theatre practices, “they” now imitate “us” by hiring education directors and offering
programs that reach out to school communities.  Will differences between professional
companies no longer exist and render TYA obsolete in the future “golden years” of our old age? 
Like children who perceive no contrived differences between “child” and “adult” companies, will
we merge our mutual goals by ending the separated institutions that make us respectively unique?
Even as a virtual duopoly of university training graduates artists with potentially less
diverse visions, recent “vision” statements from emerging professionals indicate a rejection of
artificial separations between theatre and education and hierarchical business models in favor of
more collaborative communities.   M.F.A. graduates seek to “challenge our institutional39
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structures” by valuing large- and small-budget theatres equitably–and demanding higher
salaries–even while the vast majority of Equity actors are unemployed and earn below-poverty
wages annually.  Unlike their workaholic parents, they also want “to raise a family, have a
comfortable home, and participate fully in community life.”  Nevertheless, like their great-
grandparents before them, they still seek “wisdom” from parental mentors through personal
interactions rather than by “osmosis.”  By refusing to cut their parents’ apron strings, these
professionals want to stay connected with access to authority figures while bringing new “voices
and talents to the field.”  (I have no doubt that future leaders will emerge, as they always have,
regardless of their challenge to us “to be more proactive in developing future leaders.”  To them,
I say, just do it–and call upon us whenever you like.  We’re still here–until death do us part.)
Regardless of purported changes over the past decades, some things never change. 
Fortunately for us, children’s minds and emotions haven’t changed, despite folk-theories that
technology has somehow rewired their brains.   Our rhetoric still echoes the century-old refrain40
of “social service” by which we “help” them in all ways possible, even when they don’t need or
want mother’s help in making theatre by themselves.  Our obsessive self-criticisms (as if we
aren’t already “good enough”) keep us doubting and reappraising our ethical responsibilities. 
What evidence will mark the end of this current mid-life crisis, so we can stop sweating the small
stuff?
Passion, idealism, and hope still inflame our creative souls, as we continue to equate
“innovation” with “progress” by regenerating old theatrical styles into new eclectic mixtures
(e.g., Greek minimalism).  We still strive to “change” the world for the better by sustaining the
myth of future theatre audiences and the illusion that we are “changing” young people through
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theatre–as if children aren’t already fully complete human beings in no need of change.   There41
is still no existing evidence to prove that viewing theatre alone changes personal behaviors or
attitudes, other than the experiential evidence of our own lives devoted to TYA careers.
Despite so-called “partnerships” with schools, elementary curriculums still exclude
theatre as a required subject, and classroom teachers still rely upon separate “teaching artists” to
teach theatre for them–forcing TYA and youth theatre companies to function as private K-12
theatre schools around public school schedules.  All too often, we still censor ourselves by giving
in to teachers’ desires to “protect” vulnerable children from taboo words and topics, even while
we attempt to empower young people with increasingly confrontational plays which expose adult
secrets.  As Roger Bedard wonders, what if we gave up our connections with schools?   Would42
such a divorce from this marriage free us to create a “better” life for ourselves with a different
Ms-nomer?  Our fear of giving parents full custody of our child audiences with less frequent
visitation rights to our buildings keeps us feeling secure in our unhappy marriages with schools. 
How often would children nag their parents to take them to the theatre, instead of going to
movies and malls?
Despite a wider repertoire of original plays written exclusively for the stage, we still focus
our attentions on children’s literature by forcing books to talk and walk.  Even as we retain our
disdain for commercial theatres (e.g., Disney on Broadway), we still market and brand our
aesthetic products as useful commodities to local consumers.  Now that we have the attentions of
regional theatres and Broadway, will we strive to imitate and reconnect with commercial mass
media next?  Or will we remain faithful to our script-ural belief that technology will never
supplant the “more intimate” human connection with live theatre?–even though youngsters now
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share intimate experiences through electronic media, in the privacy of their bedrooms no less!  43
If we took up a television producer’s challenge “to find ways to help local stations develop and
produce qualifying programs” for the Three-Hour Rule of the Children’s Television Act –by44
broadcasting our productions over local television stations after performance runs, would cable
networks repurpose our work or steal our playwrights away from theatre?  If we could organize
our own TYA cable network, would young viewers select our brand over PBS, Nickelodeon,
Disney, or the Cartoon Network?  If we staged interactive performances over the Internet so
children could access us from anywhere at any time, would they come visit us as often as other
websites, or would they retire us to our nursing homes?  Would free trade agreements with other
ASSITEJ International® companies trigger the outsourcing of our US jobs overseas?  It’s
difficult to predict what the future will bring over the next phases of our life-span.
But what if instead of looking forward, we look backward as centenarians do?  What
would happen if we reconnected the separations we’ve wrought over time, especially in regard to
Age?  If we hired back professional child actors who fled to Hollywood, would adult audiences
raised on photorealism believe them any more than those child actors raised at our theatre
schools?  If we staged more plays written and devised by young people and paid them to direct
and design their “children’s” theatre, would adults’ misconceptions of “incompetent” Childhood
change for the better?  If we gave child critics the power to define “age-appropriateness,” so each
individual could hang his or her head onto whatever works best, would the aesthetics of their
perceptions “improve” theatrical Art?  Obviously, we can’t go back to the future until Other
adults accept children as equitable human beings equally capable of producing and valuing
theatre which engages them.  For until this happens, we will continually find ourselves having to
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defend children’s theatre, even as we celebrate the golden and silver anniversaries of our
institutions!
Although adults’ conceptions of Childhood as an “inferior” stage of life may not change
for yet another century, we need to keep believing, trusting, and listening to children throughout
the intrinsic process of creating theatre products.  As our his- and her-stories indicate, we
especially need to stay connected with young people by casting Age-appropriate actors whenever
possible to make adult audiences pay attention to and believe in their professional capabilities. 
By casting our most talented child actors in child character roles, we can keep children’s bodies
on stage in the forefront of adult minds to manifest, not only their physical presence, but also the
absence of adults’ childhoods.  And to ensure the presence of a wider adult audience than
teachers alone, we need to stop segregating school matinee audiences from general public
performances.  If parents won’t bring their children to evening and weekend performances, then
we ought to encourage as many stay-at-home parents, retired grandparents, extended family
members, and season subscribers as possible to attend every school performance to guarantee a
much wider Age range of spectators sharing the same meaningful experience together.  A much
more Age-integrated audience will then allow all generations to pay attention to child-adult
separations and thereby re-cognize how these two life stages connect into one whole condition of
humanity.
If we can’t afford to hire back Hollywood’s child actors, then at the very least, we ought
to pay our own child actors full (not partial) Equity wages as equal members of company
ensembles–if we truly believe them to be as talented as adults.  Likewise, young playwrights
should receive the same commissions and royalty rates as adult writers for staged readings and
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full-fledged performances.  By paying equitable wages to all child artists, including technicians,
we may help keep them connected with theatre over Hollywood and avoid “sleepwalking” into
the future.
Paying attention to the historical separations I’ve outlined here may improve the
condition of our weak attention spans, and thereby allow us to comprehend more fully the
consequences of our present mid-life identities; for the act of making connections necessarily
involves acts of categorical separations in order to discern and analyze each critical feature of
holistic concepts.  By heeding the separations that continue to divide the TYA field both within
and outside its present frameworks and organizations, we may determine the attentions we need
to give to what lies ahead.  We aren’t “over the hill” yet–until we stop climbing the breath-taking
mountains and pastoral valleys in front of us.
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